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Athrylis Adair
Athrylis Adair

Species: Nepleslian
Gender: Female

Age: 20
Family (or Creators): Marius Adair-45, Katherine Adair-deceased, Lucious Adair-deceased

Zodiac Sign: -
Height: 5' 4
Weight: 100 lbs (~45 kg)
Bra Size: B

Organization: Star Army of Nepleslia Intelligence and Pacification Group
Rank: IPG Operator Initiate

Occupation: IPG Operator Initiate
Current Placement:

-name- in Roleplay

Athrylis is a Player Character played by kyoki and is currently involved in the plot.

Physical Characteristics

Height: 5' 4 Mass: 100 lbs (~45 kg) Measurements: Bra Size: B

Build and Skin Colour: Fairly thin, with smooth Caucasian-flesh-colored skin. Her whole body is rather
sinewy and lithe.

Facial Features and Eye Colour: Dull, gray-blue eyes, with features that aren't too sharp and aren't
too rounded. They look very real, and only under close inspection could one tell that they were
cybernetic from an ever-so-tiny metal ring around the iris.

Hair Colour and Style: Dark red hair, goes down to upper-mid back. It is kept down, with her bangs
kept off to one side with a hair clip

Distinguishing Features: Cybernetics:

Cybernetic Eyes: Both of Athrylis' eyes are cybernetic. They have minor zoom capabilities (5x), can
calculate range, and can see in infrared.

Arms: The whole of Athrylis' right arm, and the part below to elbow on her left are cybernetics. The right
arm has slightly enhanced strength, able to hold roughly 100 lbs sustained. It also conceals a blade,
much like a katar, within the forearm which can extend out of the wrist to a few inches beyond the
knuckles. The left arm also has slightly enhanced strength, but isn't not as much because the upper half
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of the arm is still organic. This contains a similiar blade to that in the right arm. Both arms have a thin
aluminum platemail on the top side of the forearms, for defense. They are also covered with synthetic
skin, save for around the wrist. The wrist has a metal ring around it, that looks much like a tight metallic
bracelette where the blade would extend out from.

Legs: Both legs are fully prosthetic. Enhanced to be quite a bit stronger, faster, and more durable than
the average fully organic person, though not quite olympic level.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Quite un-emotional, and very obedient. She tends to stay distant from people. She is
generally indifferent most topics. In combat, she is usually ruthless and doesn't care about injuries.
Basically, she does whatever it takes to get the job done.

Likes: Quiet, Nice Guys Dislikes: People that take advantage of her Goals: To prove to herself that she
isn't just her father's tool.

History

Pre-RP

Athrylis was born YE 10 to a family involved in largely gangs, and the resulting gang wars. She grew up
decently sheltered from the violence by her mother. Her family was the head of a decently large gang,
and kept money up through drug dealing, sending minions out to steal, etc.

When she turned 11 and grew much more aware of the actions around her, a rival gang attacked her
family's home. Though they were repulsed, Ahtrylis' mother was killed. It was then that Athrylis was fully
taken into the world of gang warfare.

She started training with her father and brothers, trying to help them become the dominant force in the
area. Unfortunately, during another attack, one of her brothers was killed and she was critically injured.

To replace lost limbs, the Adair family got her cybernetics. After a brief period of getting used to
cybernetics, she volunteered to do some more dangerous tasks for her father, such as being a bodyguard
for her father.

As a false peace offering, Athrylis was offered by her father to another gang as a slave. She was
instructed to wait until night to do her job, after all there would be many more prying eyes in daylight. It
would also have been easier and quieter to off someone sleeping than someone who is awake and trying
to run away.

The opposing gang accepted and took Athrylis. That night, after unspeakable things were done to her,
Athrylis assassinated the upper member's of the opposing gang from within. Her father used her like this
a few more times. In the final one of these 'peace offerings,' Athrylis was once again handed to another
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gang.

The only difference was that instead of the usual forced sex, the leader treated her kindly and with
respect. He even treated her better than her father. Athrylis just couldn't bring herself to kill him. When
she didn't return to her father after a few days, Marius took the job personally. He, somehow, got into the
opposing hideout, and located Athrylis. Then, he killed the opposing gang's leader, forcing Athrylis to
watch. She never learned his name.

This was the last thing she could take from her father. Athrylis left the family at the first chance she got.

Once out in the world, Athrylis would need some way of taking care of herself. After several failures at
getting a civilian job, Athrylis applied to the military. There, she was approached by a field intelligence
officer for the IPG.

Service Record

Star Army of Nepleslia Intelligence and Pacification Group

Breaking Blood Explosion Extraordinaire

After getting equipment, Athrylis and the other initiates in the squad headed by helicopter to the target
site. There, they attempted to infiltrate the house where the target was. Athrylis, along with Nelew "Nel"
Enev'rana and Cyrene Veles posed as hookers. But things went south, and changed from a covert
infiltration to a fire fight.

Skills

Fighting

Athrylis has been trained extensively in hand-to-hand combat, and also with close range weapons. She is
especially skillful at using the weapons in her arms. She was also well trained in doing quick, silent kills
(assassination stuff)

Rogue

She is pretty good at sneaking around, going unnoticed. She learned this from her father, after many
many tests on trying to sneak around at night. She'd have to sneak through an area, and not be found by
her father for a time depending on the test.
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Entertainment

Recieving impromptu training of 'entertaining' people, especially men, Athrylis can do a decent belly
dance, and can act into the fitting role.

Maintence and Repair

Part of her training was learning on how to take care of some of the more common guns, mainly pistols.
She can take them apart and clean them, keeping them in good working order. If one were to jam or
something, she'd have quite a bit harder time.

Physical

Her rigorous training with her father led her to be quite agile and limber. She learned basic acrobatics.

Domestic

In servitude to her father, Athrylis had to cook and clean around the house.

Medical

She learned rudimentary first aid, for treating minor injuries up to some small gashes. Nothing too fancy.

Inventory

Military, Standard Issue

2 Women's Pullover shirts, green, with rank patches on shoulder pads, an army patch on the right
arm and a name plate on the left breast

Army Patch on right arm
4 T-Shirts, white
4 underwear, white

4 bras, white
2 Khaki cargo pants
1 Beret, green, with flash patch
1 pair gloves, leather, black
1 pair Boots, black
6 pair boot Socks, white
1 Belt, dark green (pants)
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Physical Training Gear

2 green running shorts
4 short sleeve T-Shirts, green
4 sports bras, white
1 pair, running shoes
4 pair, white ankle Socks

Military Weapons, Weapon Accessories

1 Pistol belt, black, with holster
1 Pistol, semi-automatic, .45 caliber, with 2 extra magazines

1 pistol cleaning kit with 1 bottle of CLP
1 combat knife in sheath

Military, Miscellaneous

1 pair identification tags, metal, with “Adair Athrylis” written on them
1 Canteen, 1 quart
1 Rank Patch, IPG Operator Initiate

Personal Hygiene Items

1 bottle of shampoo
1 bottle liquid body soap
1 stick of deodorant
1 toothbrush
1 hairbrush
1 tube of toothpaste
2 washcloths, white
2 towels, white
1 pair of shower shoes, flip flops

Civilian Clothing

Personal Effects

Miscellaneous

1 DA Money Card
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Finances

Athrylis Adair is currently a IPG Operator Initiate in the Star Army of Nepleslia Intelligence and
Pacification Group. She receives a weekly salary of per week.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds
Character Data
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